THE CROSSING - Neo Indian cuisine
The Crossing is a celebration of the Indian subcontinent’s diversity right here in
Dubai. Flavours, influences and recipes from across India find their way to our
menu, where you find hints of nostalgia and of closely-guarded Indian family
recipes. Our menu at The Crossing reminisces lost cuisines and ingredients to
create a new narrative where traditional classics stand side by side with forgotten
recipes. We uphold mainstream Indian cuisine but continue to showcase a more
offbeat side with food from the Rajput kitchens, hidden gems from North East
India, and simple yet robust recipes from India’s massive coastline.
In addition to traditional fare, we shine a spotlight on the foreign influences that
have historically found their way into Indian cuisine from places as far as the
Caribbean, Portugal, France and Great Britain. Enjoying a meal at The Crossing is
to take a nostalgic journey across India, crossing borders, while blurring the lines of
culinary practices and influences.
Enjoy our story!

OUR PHILOSOPHY

The cuisine plays on reviving regional classics, talking about
borrowed recipes that have come down generations.
All this is done, keeping in mind refined presentation and
fastidious attention to ingredients.
Our food philosophy at The Crossing is not about elaborate
presentation, nor is it about fancy fusion. We want to showcase
Indian favourites, from across the country, while reviving
forgotten or lesser known cuisines. The menu is heavily based on
research. We uphold mainstream Indian cuisine, but we are just
looking at a different side of it.

OUR MENU

A few examples of what you will discover on The Crossing’s menu:
from the hilly northeast region of India, Thupka is an 18-hour slowcooked broth, with noodles, mushrooms and black garlic, while the
Gunpowder Prawns are a flavour blast, named after the famous
south Indian spice mix that is a daily staple. Similarly, the classic
Butter Chicken find pride of place on the menu, presented
in its unbiased, original avatar.
The robust flavours of coastal India also find a worthy mention
on the menu in items like the Mangalorean bun. A daily staple in
Kerala cuisine, Scallop Bean Thoran, is a simple blend of edamame
beans, coconut and chilli. A quintessential Indian homemade meal,
Mutton Pulav, also finds expression on the menu here.

FOOD & GRAPES

We have dishes influenced by immigrants and travellers
that have resulted in what India is today. All this is paired with
a contemporary cocktail programme and wine portfolio.

SPACE

The Crossing adopts an approach that is ‘neo Indian’,
with minimalist decor, clean walls, potted greenery, and discreet
accents. The interiors are inspired by the waiting lounges
of Indian railways — the chef founder, Ankur Chakraborty’s
family was employed with the Indian Railways, exposing him to
different regional cuisines from India.

PEOPLE
Chef Sunil Datt Rai

Head of Gastronomy – LemonButter
Chef Sunil Datt Rai comes from a very humble and diverse background
of working in international kitchens across verticals of hotels, fine
dining Michelin star restaurants, luxury cruise liners, and most recently
multiple chain retail F&B operations in the UAE and India. With an eye
for perfection and a passion for everything gastronomy, Chef Sunil
has amassed an extensive and diverse 17 years of experience in the
field of culinary innovation. At LemonButter, Sunil’s vision is aligned to
create valuable sustainable dining concepts which are unique.
The Crossing is an example where the Indian food has been
represented in a fuss free modern environment. The food menu traces
its history from various regions lesser represented on the menus from
every other Indian restaurant.

PEOPLE

Ankur Chakraborty
Co founder

With a degree in Hotel and Hospitality Management, Ankur has
16+ years experience in high-impact leadership roles in the Food &
Beverages Industry, both as a Chef and as a business leader. He was GM
of Tablez food company, UAE, a subsidiary of the retail conglomerate
LuLu Group.
Ankur has been a Chef with large hotel chains like Starwood, Rotana and
has established successful independent and chain restaurants across the
region. Ankur specializes in regional Indian food and has a modern flair
to his cooking style.

MEDIA COVERAGE
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